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ABSTRACT 

 The devastation to historic resources from natural disasters is a problem that many 

preservationists must deal with throughout the United States. Due to lack of preparation and 

planning many resources are lost unnecessarily from hurricanes, tornadoes, earthquakes, and 

other disasters. The purpose of this thesis is to focus on strategies for disaster mitigation and 

recovery in the southeastern United States and to analyze the progress made in historic 

preservation and disaster planning within the past eighteen years. To do this disaster planning 

strategies are discussed in depth and case studies comparing and contrasting Hurricane Hugo and 

Hurricane Katrina are provided. The general conclusion of this study is that progress has been 

minimal in terms of preparedness and issues of disaster planning still need to be addressed in the 

preservation community. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

“People who hold cultural heritage in trust are responsible for developing policies to protect it. 
They must acknowledge that hazards exist, know there is a responsibility to be aware of them, 
and take action to mitigate impacts.” –Barclay Jones, Protecting Historic Architecture and 

Museum Collections from Natural Disasters (73) 
 

 As a first year graduate student of Historic Preservation in 2005 I watched along with the 

rest of the country as Hurricane Katrina pummeled the Gulf Coast. Not only did I observe with 

horror as thousands of people were left stranded and dying from the resulting flood waters and 

high winds, but I also felt the panic that only a preservationist could feel as pictures of the 

aftermath showed casino barges on top of antebellum mansions in Mississippi and murky green 

floodwaters inundating the characteristic shotguns and Creole cottages of New Orleans. I began 

to realize the huge impact of the storm on historic resources in the affected areas. Not only were 

the victims of Katrina losing their homes and families, but the storm was threatening to wash 

away a very vibrant and distinctive culture. As I thought about the impacts of the storm on such a 

unique community I wondered—did preservationists prepare for this? What is going to happen 

next?  

This thesis is an effort to conduct an investigation into what strategies exists for disaster 

planning as it relates to historic preservation and how these strategies are implemented in a 

disaster situation. Because there are so many natural disasters that can negatively affect the built 

environment and the topic is so large, this thesis focuses specifically on hurricanes and their 

effects on the southeastern United States. To narrow the topic even more, the recent devastation 

of Hurricane Katrina is compared and contrasted with Hurricane Hugo, which occurred eighteen 

years ago on the east coast in 1989.  The goal was to analyze both these disasters to document 
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similarities and differences over time, and to ultimately determine the progress of disaster 

planning in the preservation community within the past eighteen years.  

In terms of the literature available on the topic, only a handful of books exist to educate 

preservationists on protecting historic resources from natural disasters. The three most helpful 

books used in this study were Protecting the Past from Natural Disasters by Carl Nelson, 

Protecting Historic Architecture and Museum Collections from Natural Disasters, a collection of 

essays edited by Barclay Jones, and Disaster Management Programs for Historic Sites, essays 

edited and compiled from a California conference by Dirk Spenneman and David Look. Two 

other resources that were also helpful were a thesis written by Katherine Elliot entitled 

Protecting Historic Structures from Natural Disasters: Disaster Preparedness Planning for 

Hurricane Hugo in Charleston, South Carolina and issue number six of the Cultural Resource 

Management Journal published by the National Parks Service, which is entirely devoted to 

disaster preparedness in the preservation community. These resources were indispensable in 

terms of the information they had to offer, and for their accounts of how past disasters have 

affected cultural resources and preservation organizations. However, the small number of 

publications indicates that this area of preservation planning is still not as important as it should 

be and may be overlooked by many states and local planning organizations.  

 Through this study one can see that disasters are possible in every community in the 

United States, and most preservation organizations do not have a plan in place to deal with these 

disasters once they occur. Even in areas previously devastated by hurricanes, tornadoes, and 

earthquakes people become complacent and continue to underestimate the damages a natural 

disaster can cause. In many communities even if there is a plan in place it is outdated or not 

actively rehearsed. The chapters in this thesis seek to provide solutions to this lack of preparation 
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by proposing ways in which preservation organizations can organize disaster plans that will help 

them to mitigate damages should a disaster occur. The two case studies illustrate the concepts of 

past and present disaster planning— the effects of Hurricane Hugo in Charleston and the effects 

of Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans and Mississippi. By outlining the key characteristics of a 

good disaster plan and analyzing the successes and failures of the past the ways in which 

preservationists can protect their communities can be clarified with methods that are efficient 

and effective. 

The following chapters illustrate planning techniques and strategies to help 

preservationists and preservation organizations plan for a natural disaster. Chapter two explains 

natural disasters that are common to the southeastern United States and their effects on historic 

preservation. Chapter three takes this issue to the next level by identifying who needs a disaster 

plan, key components of a successful plan, and the roles of the state, local, and federal 

government in disaster planning. Chapters four and five provide in-depth discussion on the 

planning and effects of Hurricane Katrina and Hugo, and chapter six is an analysis of the 

similarities, differences, and lessons learned from these two disasters. Chapter seven provides 

conclusions, recommendations, and topics for further study. 
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Chapter 2: The Nature of Disasters and their Impact on Historic Resources 

 

 Natural disasters are possible in every part of the United States. According to the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 75% of the United States is in one or more disaster 

zones (Look, 5). With such a large percentage of the U.S. in danger, one can clearly see the 

impact natural disasters can have on the built environment, in general, and in particular on 

heritage lands, parks, and other monuments. Of course a natural disaster is simply that—natural. 

According to Lisa Usman, “for any event to be viewed as a disaster it must have a human 

impact” (33). Therefore, it is up to humans to understand the vulnerability of the built 

environment to disasters and to protect homes, businesses, and communities from suffering 

unnecessary damage.  

 In a recent study by the Department of Homeland Security only 6 out of 75 U. S. cities, 

counties, and territories rate top grades for their emergency agency’s ability to communicate in a 

disaster (Applebome A1). These numbers are shocking considering modern technologies and 

capabilities to mitigate disasters, and they should be of concern to cultural resource managers as 

well as local, state, and national government officials. This chapter will focus on recognizing 

vulnerability and, specifically, the natural disaster threats to states located in the Southeastern 

United States, as well as how these disasters can affect historic properties. 

 

Common Disasters of the Southeastern United States 

 The most well-known disasters to affect the Southeastern United States are tornadoes and 

thunderstorms, floods, wildfires, and hurricanes. Understanding the nature of these disasters, 
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how they occur, and what threats they pose to cultural resources are essential to preservation 

organizations attempting to evaluate vulnerability. Knowledge of these disasters will aid in 

planning and will arm preservationists with the skill for determining the best method of 

mitigation.  

 

Tornadoes and Thunderstorms 

While it is widely known that “Tornado Alley” exists in the Midwestern United States, 

the Southeast is also vulnerable to this type of disaster. The potential for tornadoes to form 

begins when cold air from Canada meets warm moist air rising from the Gulf of Mexico. The 

powerful thunderstorms that result from this union are what commonly spawn deadly tornadoes.  

Tornadoes can have wind speeds up to 300 miles per hour which can cause terrific damage to 

older, historic buildings. The most intense tornadoes can lift roofs, suck out the contents of a 

building, lift a building from its frame entirely, and wreak havoc on trees and historic landscapes 

(Nelson, 59). 

In the Southeast, tornado season lasts from spring until the end of summer, and studies 

show that most tornadoes will form at night as the air becomes cooler. While not completely 

unpredictable, tornadoes can form quickly and often little warning time is given before they 

strike. The best defense against this type of disaster is to recognize the threat and to take action 

to make sure proper maintenance procedures are followed before the tornado occurs. For 

example, a historic building in good condition will fare better against a storm than one whose 

roof is falling in or whose foundation is not maintained. In addition to strong thunderstorms and 

tornados, lightning protection is also a concern. Strong storms can produce severe lightning that 

can cause fires (especially if the structure is a tall building or a church that has spires, pinnacles, 
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or crosses). In terms of protection, the best method to use is the installation of conductors to 

guide the current produced from the lightning into the ground. Conductors can be made of bare 

aluminum, PVC clips, or copper (Donlon, 3). 

 

Floods 

According to Barclay Jones, “floods can cause more damage than any other single kind 

of natural disaster. More than 400,000 buildings are damaged or destroyed in the U.S. by floods 

each year” (105). In the Southeast, flooding can be caused by heavy rains or thunderstorms, 

tropical storms, or hurricanes. In 1994 flooding from Tropical Storm Barry caused millions of 

dollars of damage in 55 Georgia counties, many of which contained historic cities and 

monuments. Because of the widespread damage, this 500-year flood is considered the worst 

natural disaster in Georgia’s history. The Georgia State Historic Preservation Office was not 

prepared to deal with a disaster of this magnitude, and had to wade through the recovery process 

with very little planning (Spenneman 133). The lesson learned was that preservationists can be 

prepared if they understand the risks and the damages associated with flooding, especially since 

many historic settlements were often built around water sources such as lakes and rivers.  

Floods can be more predictable than other disasters such as tornadoes or wildfires, and 

their predictability can be determined by looking at historical figures of rainfall, and the 

destruction of wetland and forest habitats that typically act as protective barriers to floods 

(Nelson 60). Another effective way to mitigate flood damage is to not build museums or other 

cultural sites in flood plains. When built in areas prone to flooding, damages to historic 

properties include abrasion, toppling, overturning, and washing away of resources, as well as 

debris and mud that can be carried by high speed waters. Because of humid temperatures in the 
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southeast, an additional danger is mold and bacteria growth that results from soaked building 

material (Jones 107). All of these dangers can be minimized with the appropriate preventative 

measures. 

 

 Wildfires 

 Natural wildfires occur primarily as a result of lightning strikes, but can also be caused as 

a result of powerful storms toppling electrical poles. Fires can become widespread in forested 

areas and swamplands during very dry seasons. In April and May 2007, wildfires spread rapidly 

in southern Georgia eventually moving into Florida and Alabama. The first fire in April was 

caused by a tree falling on a power line and the second fire was caused by a lightning strike in 

the Okefenokee Swamp. The fires eventually merged together damaging over 937 square miles 

of land and destroying 30 homes (“Ran Puts Damper on Wildfires” 6/03/07). According to the 

National Interagency fire Center, the wildfire of 2007 is the biggest wildfire in the Southeast 

since 1898, even overshadowing 1,700 wildfires in Florida in 1998 that caused over $620 million 

dollars of damage (USGS, 4).  

 Like floods and tornadoes, wildfire damage can be preventable if the historical record is 

consulted and the proper steps are taken to ensure historic landscapes and homes are protected. 

The Florida Disaster website (http://www.Floridadisaster.org) has excellent suggestions for 

fireproofing homes and landscapes. Some of the suggestions include removing dead plants, trees, 

and shrubs, reducing low-hanging branches, spacing trees 30 feet apart and pruning them to a 

height of 8 to 10 feet, placing shrubs 20 feet from any structures, and pruning all plants regularly. 

Other methods to reduce the threat of wildfire to a cultural property are to create fire-safe zones 

with stone walls, patios, and roads (“Fire Safe Landscaping”). As with floods and tornadoes, 

http://www.Floridadisaster.org
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maintenance is essential in the damage mitigation of wildfires. If cultural resources are located in 

fire prone areas make sure the necessary precautions are taken to reduce risk. 

 

Hurricanes 

 Hurricanes are the biggest threat to the Southeast because they can cover large areas and 

can spawn other disasters such as flooding and tornadoes. With more and more people moving to 

the coast the threat of hurricanes to people and places continues to grow. One does not need to 

look further than the immense tragedy of Hurricane Katrina in 2005 to see the amount of 

destruction that even a relatively moderate (Hurricane Katrina was only a category 3 storm when 

it made landfall) storm can create. The problem with hurricanes is that “big ones” like Katrina do 

not happen very often. People can become complacent, especially when under the mentality that 

“it will not happen to me.” With Katrina only two years in the past a Harvard University poll 

shows that 1 in 3 people living in southern coastal areas would ignore evacuation orders if a 

storm threatened their community (Gresko 6/24/07). When the threat of a dangerous hurricane no 

longer concerns residents of a community it is a sign that it will not be a big priority for the 

government either. Preservationists must avoid this type of mentality, especially as guardians of 

the nation’s heritage. With many important historic cities such as Charleston, Savannah, St. 

Augustine and New Orleans on the coast, there is much need for concern.  

 Several aspects of hurricanes are especially damaging to historic resources. These 

include: high winds, heavy downpours, sea surges, and inland flooding (Jones 114). In addition 

salt water, mud, and sand can also damage artifacts. The most destructive hurricane, a Category 

five, can pack winds up to 155 miles per hour and can decimate anything in its path. At lesser 

wind speeds hurricanes can still tear off roofs and strip exterior porches, balconies, and awnings. 
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Wind-driven projectiles are also a threat. In combination with water, wind can push over entire 

walls and break structural members, as well as rip out windows and doors. The removal of roofs, 

windows, and doors is especially damaging as moisture is allowed to penetrate the interior of a 

structure causing damage to artifacts and documents inside (Nelson 58).  

 One method of mitigating damages caused by hurricanes is to consult the historical 

record. According to the National Hurricane Center website (http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/), since 

1851 fifty-nine hurricanes have hit the state of Texas, forty-nine have hit Louisiana, fifteen have 

hit Mississippi, twenty-two have hit Alabama, one hundred-ten have hit Florida, twenty have hit 

Georgia, thirty-one have hit South Carolina, and forty-six have hit North Carolina (“U.S 

Mainland” NOAA). These numbers do not include the 2005 hurricane season which contained a 

record breaking fifteen hurricanes. Looking at data such as this, and considering the intensity of 

the storms and the amount of damage they caused is beneficial to preservationists who are 

responsible for sites located near the coast. Once vulnerability is assessed, plans can be made 

accordingly. If research is done, preservationists have no excuse to not be prepared for hurricane 

season, especially when hurricane warnings are usually issued days in advance and the intensity 

of the storm has already been determined by weather professionals. 

 

Conclusion 

 Many types of natural disasters threaten the Southeastern United States. While all can be 

extremely damaging to historic properties and sites, most are predictable and are therefore 

manageable. The most important aspects to take away from this chapter are maintenance and 

understanding the historical record. As will be shown through examples in later chapters of this 

thesis, maintenance is an important aspect of disaster mitigation. No matter the threat, a historic 

http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/
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building that is well-kept has a higher percentage of surviving a disaster than one that is not 

properly maintained. Along the same lines, understanding the historical record such as 

researching rainfall data, storm intensity, and storm frequency also raises protection levels 

among cultural resource sites. Knowing what types of disasters commonly affect certain areas 

and the damages they have caused in the past is an invaluable planning tool. By studying the 

historical record, one will understand the threat of future disasters and correct any past planning 

mistakes.  
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Chapter 3: Preparation and Response Strategies 

“Mitigation is not fiction. The fiction is ‘we are doing enough and we will be ready for 
the next disaster’.”  --David Look, Disaster Management for Cultural Properties (5) 

 

The most important aspect of disaster planning is creating a plan that will work for 

individual organizations, homes, or other cultural property. Because historic structures are 

irreplaceable it is important to understand that a proper plan is the first line of defense against 

total loss should a disaster occur. Barclay Jones states, “The cultural heritage of documents, 

artifacts, buildings, and other structures constitutes a trust, not only for society at large but for 

generations to come, which is vested in the individuals and organizations who own or have 

charge of them” (71). As owners and operators of historic structures there needs to be a general 

understanding of components of a good disaster plan, mitigation of damages should a disaster 

occur, and how governments and non-profits fit into disaster response and recovery. In this 

chapter, the reader will gain knowledge of all of these components and learn the best way to 

assess risk and vulnerability. 

  

Basic Elements of a Disaster Plan 

 There are many resources available on creating a successful disaster plan and all of them 

have similar suggestions. The key features of an effective plan include: vulnerability assessment, 

surveying, a written plan, obtaining proper insurance, and including some aspect of training and 

education. According to Carl Nelson, “plans should be kept simple, adaptable, and flexible” 

(163). Every disaster is different and even with the best plan there are going to be adjustments to 

accommodate for unforeseen issues. However, when a good plan is in place recovery will occur 
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at a much faster rate. Not only will efficiency be increased, but a well-thought out disaster plan 

will guide reconstruction and promote that reconstruction in a way that will be friendly to the 

development of the region (Jones, 23).  

 

 Vulnerability assessment 

 The first step to creating a successful disaster plan is to evaluate the risk to the historic 

property. For example, a structure located along the east coast is most vulnerable to hurricanes, 

tornadoes, or flooding. A structure along the west coast is more vulnerable to earthquakes or 

tsunamis. The important thing to remember in this step of the process is to be sure to be thorough 

and make sure that all possible scenarios are accounted for. Some questions commonly asked in 

this step are: what disasters are most likely to occur in a particular area, what resources would be 

at risk, and what would be the effects to these resources (i.e. wind, water, mold, etc). A good 

way to answer these questions may be to look into the city’s history and see what disasters have 

struck most often in the past. If the location is vulnerable to hurricanes, know the storm history 

and use archivists, long-term residents, and storm photos as resources (Schenian 1). Assessing 

the vulnerability is crucial to the development of the written plan. According to Jones, “the 

degree of predictability will, in part, dictate the disaster policy” (81). Understanding risks will 

help to create a plan that is incident specific and will influence the methods chosen to recover 

once a disaster occurs.  

 

Surveys 

 Keeping an accurate record of historic and soon-to-be historic properties is critical should 

a disaster strike. A detailed survey record will not only aid in the documenting of damage after 
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the event, but can provide evidence as to why structures failed and suffered damage and how 

these issues can be corrected in the future (Jones 290). There are many examples of areas where 

disasters have occurred and the exact losses to cultural property cannot be calculated because 

adequate survey records were not kept. Surveys are basic to all aspects of the historic 

preservation field as they are a required provision of the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act 

for all State Historic Preservation Offices, and they are a critical part of any disaster plan. 

 The most common techniques to recording structures in a historic resource survey are: 

written/verbal accounts, record drawings, and photographs or allied technology based imaging 

techniques (Jones 231). Surveys can be conducted by a number of people including contractors, 

State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) employees, and graduate students or universities. An 

article by William Chapman discusses surveying in depth and how Hurricane Hugo in particular 

underscored deficiencies in the South Carolina state historic resource surveys. Chapman states 

that “most SHPOs lack funding and time to conduct good surveys”. He suggests that surveyors 

work on a contract basis and that the state make use of graduate students for this work (2-4). To 

illustrate his point, he states that in South Carolina comprehensive surveys were conducted in 

only 1 of the 20 counties affected by Hurricane Hugo. As a result of inadequate surveying, there 

was a lack of accessibility to information.  For example, the city of Charleston had a survey file 

of over 2,000 buildings kept by the Board of Architectural Review but none of the materials had 

been collated and after Hugo preservationists could not readily provide information on the 

majority of historic properties in the city (Chapman 3-4).  

 Combating the problem of inefficient surveys may be difficult for those organizations 

with a limited budget, but if essential elements are addressed then a less than in depth survey will 

prove to be helpful. Essential elements of a survey include: identification of the property, 
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photograph and description, survey date, and surveyor (Chapman 4). Once survey information is 

acquired, it should be stored in some form of database where it is easily accessible and duplicate 

paper copies should be made in case of emergency and stored in an alternate location.  

 

 The Written Plan 

A written disaster plan is an important tool for recovery for every preservation 

organization and is described by one author as the “ultimate” goal of disaster planning (Eck, 14). 

A good disaster plan will cover what to do before, during, and after an event. According to 

Jones, “Avoid setting a standard that cannot be reasonably met. The standard should reflect the 

specific building, the value of the structure to the institution and the community, and the value of 

its contents. One may clearly want higher standards than the Building Code for property 

protection” (193). Disaster plans should be site and/or object specific, and everyone in the 

organization should have knowledge of what their role is should a disaster occur.  

Key elements of a disaster plan include: a list of emergency contacts for the organization 

and of city officials, a store of emergency supplies (flashlights, batteries, cleaning materials, 

construction supplies, etc), and a preparedness checklist that details what activities need to be 

done before and after a disaster. In addition, one author suggests making a list for services such 

as freezing, temporary off-site storage, and microfilm supplies at an offsite location at least 100 

miles away from the area of potential impact (King 30-33). Along with listing emergency 

procedures in the written plan, certain actions taken before an event can also ensure a smooth 

and quick recovery. These actions include developing relationships with government and elected 

officials, and making sure historic property owners are conducting regular maintenance on their 

properties in the city or community. 
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Every resource regarding proper disaster mitigation procedures advises regular building 

maintenance as the best way to prevent excessive damage to historic structures. In both 

hurricanes Hugo and Katrina the structures that suffered the most irreparable damage were those 

that were poorly maintained.  In an article regarding the destruction of Hurricane Hugo, author 

Susan King states that “problems in a building only get magnified by a disaster,” and discusses a 

particular instance in Charleston where a branch library that had plumbing troubles before Hugo 

suffered unnecessary damage when the plumbing backed up and flooded the building with two 

feet of sewage after the storm (King 30-33). To avoid potential hazards such as this, conduct 

routine maintenance inspections of historic properties, and make sure roofs, cracks, and 

plumbing are repaired in a timely manner.  

Another action to take prior to a disaster is to get to know other preservation groups and 

elected officials in your area. Creating a network and maintaining good relations will quicken the 

recovery process. Make sure the government is aware of preservation procedures and policies 

and how these will be implemented should a disaster occur. The local government will be the 

first to respond in a disaster situation and the more they know about preservation beforehand, the 

less friction will occur after a disaster takes place. Forming connections with other preservation 

groups or organizations in the area will also aid in recovery after a disaster since a common goal 

is shared. An example of this is the Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC). The 

NEDCC is a non-profit group consisting of members of various libraries who joined together 

throughout the northeast region. They are sponsored by grants from state library agencies and 

states served by the center, and offer aid to any non-profit in its region that experiences damages 

as a result of natural disasters (Jones 369). When groups and organizations join together (such as 
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the case with NEDCC) a pool of professionals and resources is created that helps to speed up the 

recovery process. 

In summary, the disaster plan consists not only of written elements but also actions that 

should be taken prior to a disaster occurrence. These actions include regular maintenance and 

education. Other actions to consider are distributing the disaster plan to all involved parties, 

storing a copy of the plan in a 3-ring binder, conducting regular revisions of the plan (ideally on 

a yearly basis), and duplicating data files and documents and storing them at safe off-site 

locations. In the end each disaster plan is going to be unique to the organization it serves, and 

best practices dictate to plan for the worst, plan for all possible outcomes, and assume no outside 

resources or help (Jones 77-78). 

 

Insurance 

 Having the right insurance is important to protecting historic structures and collections in 

the event of a disaster. In the book Protecting the Past from Natural Disasters Carl Nelson gives 

excellent advice for acquiring the right coverage for your organization. He  advises that 

traditional homeowners insurance is probably not sufficient for a historic structure, and suggests 

getting replacement-cost insurance that will ensure coverage of materials and workmanship that 

will be “of like kind and quality” (95). This kind of coverage is advisable especially if you have 

handcrafted materials like a craftsman door, or materials that take a lot of skill to replace like a 

slate roof.  He also advises that a policy should include loss of income, liability exposure, 

workers compensation, and trustees’ and officers’ liability. Another important factor to consider 

when taking out an insurance policy is the fact that landscapes are often less protected by 

insurance. A regular homeowner’s policy covers a limited set amount or contains limitations on 
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coverage of each tree or plant (Nelson 96). Therefore, exercise caution when choosing an 

insurance plan. Take out the broadest amount of coverage possible for collections and make sure 

restoration costs are included. Be sure to include where policies are kept and how to contact the 

insurance agency in the written plan. Finally, make sure claims for structures and landscapes are 

backed up by written appraisals and documentation (Nelson 94). 

 

Training and Education 

 Part of the job of a preservationist is to educate the community regarding maintenance 

and protection of historic sites. Education is no less important during times of emergency and 

may even be more important. The best way to get individuals motivated to restore their historic 

structures after a disaster is to build a conservation ethic before the disaster occurs. Carl Nelson 

gives some examples of how to educate the public, including encouraging owners of historic 

properties to have their own emergency plans, helping property owners retrofit their buildings to 

protect them from disasters, developing a concern for routine maintenance, distributing 

information on surviving a disaster, and knowing and providing a list of disaster funding sources 

as needed (97). Involving the community in preservation efforts will foster pride and respect, and 

people will be more inclined to take the necessary precautions to protect the community’s 

historic structures.  

 In addition to educating the community, the staff involved in executing the written 

disaster plan must be educated and trained to implement the plan if necessary. Make sure every 

employee knows their role and knows who to contact if an emergency should occur, and 

distribute copies of the written plan to all those involved. Address any concerns or questions, and 

practice emergency drills so that staff will be prepared for critical situations.  
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What to do after a disaster occurs 

According to Barclay Jones, “The actions that are carried out during a disaster and the 

first few hours and days afterwards can have a great deal to do with determining its ultimate 

effect” (294). Once a disaster occurs, the quicker the response the more salvageable the damage. 

The immediate actions one should take after a disaster are to make sure personnel are safe, 

conduct damage assessment surveys, stabilize damaged buildings or collections, and educate 

homeowners about their repair options. This section will also discuss the use of technology, 

handling volunteers, and managing the media.  

 

Making Sure Personnel are Safe 

 People come first in a disaster, so make sure that all personnel are in a safe location or, if 

traveling to work, are safely able to get to the disaster location. According to David McEntire 

who wrote the book Disaster Response and Recovery, communication and coordination are the 

two most important activities in disaster response. When communicating with others, do not get 

caught up in the disaster, be respectful to others, share accurate information, and keep it short 

and simple (291-295). Be sure to understand that personnel may be dealing with losses to their 

own personal property and may need to tend to their own families. Do not expect immediate 

response. 

 

 Assessing Damage 

 Jones states that after the protection of human life, protection of the cultural heritage 

should be second (16). After a disaster, a variety of unsafe conditions may exist such as loss of 

power, flooding, rain, unstable buildings, and damaged roads. Navigating through these obstacles 
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is easier if there is access to the written plan. Rapidly obtaining assistance, supplies, equipment, 

and expertise are big time savers and all of these items should be present in the disaster plan 

(Jones 186).  Gaining access to previous surveys is also crucial once damage assessment surveys 

begin. Ideally, a damage assessment team consists of those who have some knowledge of 

architecture or preservation but volunteers can also be used if resources are limited. If volunteers 

are used, Nelson suggests a simple approach. He states, “The simpler the procedure, the more 

likely volunteers can be recruited and trained to do it accurately” (113).  McEntire suggests 

holding meetings and planning routes before teams are sent out to conduct damage assessments 

(219).  

Using a standardized form helps in terms of streamlining the damage assessment process. 

The one used by Charleston preservationists is included in the chapter on Hurricane Hugo and a 

sample neighborhood site assessment from New Orleans is included in Appendix B. Another 

option is to download a pre-made form developed by the National Center for Preservation 

Technology and Training (NCPTT). There are two versions of the form that were created after 

Hurricane Katrina. One is very detailed; including sections for property description, potential 

hazards, and sketches, while the other is for a rapid building assessment. NCPTT also provides 

instructions for how to use the forms which would be helpful to those organizations working 

with unskilled volunteers. Samples of these forms are included in Appendix C 

(http://www.ncptt.nps.gov). 

To obtain the data on the damage assessment form there are three types of damage 

assessment procedures: windshield surveys, aerial assessments, and site visits (McEntire 213-

214). Keep in mind that the landscape may be considerably altered after a disaster. Lost and 

damaged sites should be inventoried immediately and documented accordingly (Nelson 111). 

http://www.ncptt.nps.gov
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Conducting quick but thorough assessments of historic structures is important. Susan King warns 

that everything must be documented to get any aid from the Federal Emergency Management 

Authority (FEMA). This work can be time consuming. For example, in Charleston, five people 

were hired just do the paperwork after hurricane Hugo and four years later four of those people 

were still working in the Disaster Recovery Office trying to process aid requests (King 30-33).  

 

 Stabilize Damaged Buildings 

 Once a damage assessment has been completed on a structure, the next step is to stabilize 

the structure to protect it from what Jones calls a “second-order catastrophe” (291). For example, 

a roof might be damaged during a hurricane causing the interior of the structure to be exposed to 

rain. Using tarps, plywood or other materials to seal cracks or close gaps will prevent further 

damage to the structure. If the interior of a historic structure has been damaged, move any 

affected artifacts to a safe location where they can be treated or dried.  

The goal of this short period should be that of buying time. Jones states, “The motto 

should be: protect as many buildings as possible with the elements of protection available at the 

site at any moment” (318). Remember to keep excellent records of any repairs made for 

reimbursement from insurance companies and government agencies, and if resources are not 

available to make the necessary repairs, hire a professional company to take care of any 

damages. Beware that these repairs can be costly (King 30-33). 

 

Educate Homeowners about their Options 

 Once damage assessments have been completed, preservation organizations must be 

ready to communicate to the public about their repair options. Residents and owners of historic 
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properties need to be advised of the condition of their property and whether it is repairable or 

not. The best way to go about this is to contact property owners individually and provide them 

with a building assessment. Give them a list of programs and resources available to them to help 

them make the necessary repairs. Getting information out quickly is essential to avoiding the 

unnecessary demolition of historic buildings. After many disasters, buildings are “red-tagged” as 

being unsafe to enter. However, a red-tag does not necessarily mean a building is not repairable 

(Spenneman 15). Many historic buildings have been lost due to this misconception. 

Preservationists should also be aware of promises made by FEMA, who offer to demolish 

buildings for free for a period of 30 days.  In times of loss and confusion people may feel rushed 

to make a quick decision especially if they are not given correct information. A building that is 

red-tagged and declared unsafe by the government could influence property owners to demolish, 

even though the property may be repairable. For example, after the Loma Prieta earthquake in 

California property owners were advised of the FEMA demolition policy but were not told that 

FEMA would pay for shoring, stabilizing, or fencing buildings to eliminate imminent threat to 

life safety (Spenneman 18). If people were made aware that their property was salvageable, 

perhaps more buildings might have been saved. 

 To prevent incidents such as this from happening, it is up to the preservation community 

to make sure property owners know their options. Providing fliers, holding seminars, and 

distributing information packets are excellent ways to get information out to individuals if 

personal contact is not an option. Offering these kinds of resources proved successful in both 

New Orleans after Katrina and in Charleston after Hurricane Hugo. Organizations like the 

Preservation Resource Center in New Orleans and the Historic Charleston Foundation in 

Charleston offered pamphlets and seminars on everything from removing mold to repairing slate 
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roofs. The result was a more educated community that saw repairs were possible and took the 

appropriate actions to restore their property. 

 Another method in discouraging unnecessary demolitions is to encourage citizen 

involvement in recovery activities. In New Orleans, the Preservation Resource Center wrote a 

Neighborhood Planning Guide meant to assist neighborhood groups in their recovery efforts. The 

guide was distributed to neighborhood groups with the goal of providing “a unified planning 

process for neighborhood groups and provide a consistent format for integrating recovery plans 

into a single city-wide document” (“New Orleans Neighborhood Planning Guide”). The guide 

offered a five-phase plan including: start-up, public participation, plan preparation, city-wide 

plan coordination, and city wide implementation and monitoring. By encouraging citizen 

involvement people feel as though they have a role in the recovery process and are more likely to 

protect the historic elements that make their community unique. A copy of this guide is included 

in Appendix B. 

 

 Technology 

 Technology has greatly evolved in the last 15 years and the use of the internet, cell 

phones, and programs like Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are simplifying the job of the 

preservationist. Utilizing these tools during a disaster saves time and money when the situation 

allows. Assuming survey data is entered into a database beforehand, the internet can be used to 

transfer data rapidly and GIS helps with mapping and locating properties that have been 

damaged or destroyed. At the Federal level, FEMA also has technology available for damage 

assessment with their Hazus-MH (Multi-Hazard) software. The software combines with the 

ArcGIS program to estimate damages to residential, commercial, and industrial buildings, as 
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well as potential social and economic effects of a disaster. The program has several models 

including floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes and is available for order to federal, state, and local 

governments as well as to private sector agencies (http://www.fema.gov/plan/prevent/hazus/). 

Websites can also be used to disseminate information about what properties were 

damaged as a result of a disaster and which ones were spared. David Preziosi of the Mississippi 

Heritage Trust said that their website was especially useful after Hurricane Katrina as a point of 

contact for residents who lived in the affected area or for those who were just concerned about 

their favorite historic sites. Regular updates of the website kept people informed of what was 

being done and was used as a method to acquire assistance both through donations and 

volunteers (Interview 5/15/2007).   

In addition to electronic technology, chemical technologies also exist to assist with the 

recovery process. In New Orleans, where flooding and humid temperatures left a huge mold 

problem, Sabre Technical Services used chlorine dioxide to fumigate homes. This process was 

an alternative to gutting a home, and instead killed mold and the spores that grew the mold by 

chemical inoculation. According to an article by Elizabeth Hofheinz, the average home in New 

Orleans was fumigated in four hours for $8 per square foot. The chemicals left no visible or 

harmful residues because the Chlorine Dioxide decayed naturally on its own once it penetrated 

everywhere (12). By embracing new technologies such as these, planning and recovery processes 

are quicker and more efficient.  

 

Handling Volunteers 

 Volunteers can be a blessing to a short-staffed organization when they are trained 

correctly, especially in terms of identifying and treating historic structures. Once a disaster 

http://www.fema.gov/plan/prevent/hazus/
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occurs, the preservation organization or agency should be prepared for an influx of volunteers. 

According to McEntire, “volunteering gives ordinary citizens a sense of interconnection, healing, 

and empowerment after a disaster” (198). People are generally kind-hearted and will feel 

sympathetic towards those who have suffered a great loss. Making sure their good intentions do 

not create an even worse disaster for a historic structure is the responsibility of the sponsoring 

organization. For example, in New Orleans well-meaning but uneducated volunteer crews were 

placing historic doors, shutters, hardware, etc curbside to be tossed with the trash (Bergeron, 46). 

As a result, many reusable architectural details were lost. Preservation professionals may not 

always be on hand to direct volunteers so it is important to give those wanting to help some basic 

instruction on recognizing historic buildings and salvageable architectural elements. In addition, 

McEntire recommends registering volunteers, matching their skills with disaster needs, 

evaluating their progress by recording how many helped and what they did, and writing an after-

action report that describes what went right and what adjustments need to be made in the future 

(202). Volunteers are an important asset to disaster recovery and when given the right 

information they are an important asset in protecting historic properties affected by disasters.  

 

 Managing the Media 

 According to Carl Nelson, “coverage by local newspapers, radio, and television stations 

is among the most effective way of gaining attention and support for preservation…if carried out 

thoughtfully” (98). In times of disaster the key elements to dealing with the media are to develop 

a relationship prior to the event and to provide consistent facts once the event has happened. 

Nelson suggests designating one staff member to be in charge of media relations and that this 

person should be one who has “developed a long-term relationship with reporters and producers 
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[and] is much more likely to succeed in telling the story during a disaster” (98). The media 

relations staff member should be knowledgeable of recovery plans and be able to provide names 

and phone numbers of local preservation leaders and organizations. They should also follow-up 

on the stories once they have been reported, making sure to thank the reporter or producer and 

sending copies or transcripts to elected officials (Nelson, 98). 

 

Roles of the Government and the Private Sector 

 Once a disaster occurs, most people look to the government to respond to their needs. 

Despite good intentions by the Federal Emergency Management Authority (FEMA) and State 

Emergency Offices to comply with preservation policies and procedures, “the greatest threats to 

historic structures are policies set by FEMA and the State Office of Emergency Services” 

(Spenneman 25). As mentioned above, the thirty day “free” demolition policy is one of these 

policies. Preservationists and owners of historic properties should be aware of the roles of each 

level of government in disaster response, and should know how preservation ties into each of 

these roles. To make sure preservation of significant buildings and neighborhoods follow the 

stipulations set forth in the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), preservationists and 

property owners need to be aware of the tools available at the local, state, and federal 

government levels, as well as the roles of private organizations, so that historic properties receive 

adequate attention in disaster situations. In this section, the roles of each level of government and 

the role of private organizations will be discussed. 
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 Role of the Local Government 

 Immediate disaster response comes from the local levels of government. As stated earlier 

in this chapter, it is very important that preservation organizations cultivate a firm working 

relationship with local governing officials prior to a disaster to build trust and understanding. 

Milford Wayne Donaldson states, 

The greatest protection comes from education and preparedness of the local decision 
makers…at the very least, the local city or county disaster ordinance should identify the 
procedures of dealing with historic buildings and be prepared with an updated list of the 
historic structures within the region (Spenneman and Look, 26). 
 

If the local government understands the importance of historic preservation in the community, 

they will more than likely work to see that historic buildings are not demolished without cause 

and that standard procedures for reviewing work continue without interruption (Nelson 107).  

In terms of local government restrictions, every preservation organization should be 

aware of current ordinances and statutes that pertain to historic structures and be wary of 

building codes that may affect the rehabilitation of damaged structures in their city or county. 

According to Spenneman and Look,  

maintenance of older, damaged structures is often inhibited by the tendency of local 
government authorities to require that the repaired structure now comply with all current 
building standards imposed on new construction, even though an identical, undamaged, 
historic structure is not required to do so” (179). 

 
There may not be an easy way to deal with building code issues. Again, the best defense is to 

educate officials beforehand on the importance of maintaining the integrity of historic structures. 

If local officials are aware of the sensitivities surrounding historic resources they may be willing 

to offer alternative solutions. In addition to considering more lenient building codes for cultural 

properties, local governments may also consider offering “financial incentives, such as property 
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tax freezes or rate rebates to ensure the survival of historically significant neighborhoods” 

(Spenneman 184).   

 

Role of the State Government 

 In a disaster situation, the major functions of the state government are assessing the 

situation, mobilizing and coordinating state resources, and channeling requests to the federal 

level (Jones 397). The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) is a major player in helping 

local preservation organizations gain access to additional resources and federal programs. One of 

the best ways that a SHPO can assist cultural resources is to organize a programmatic agreement 

with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Programmatic agreements have 

proved very useful during several disaster situations, including the 1994 Northridge earthquake 

in California and the 1993 floods in the Midwest. Typical components of a programmatic 

agreement include: staffing a FEMA disaster field office; providing 5-day turnaround times on 

determination of eligibility for listings and effects; and helping to develop an electronic database 

of historic properties and standard mitigation procedures. An added benefit is that final decision 

making and appeal always remain with the SHPO (Spenneman 14).  By developing a working 

relationship with FEMA, a SHPO can double their resources. For example, during the Northridge 

earthquake disaster, a programmatic agreement allowed for cultural resource managers to 

provide “knowledgeable individuals in a timely manner when local travel was tough, to tap into 

local knowledge and political expertise in a network of trust, and acquire additional design and 

engineering expertise unavailable through SHPO” (Spenneman 14). 

 Since programmatic agreements have been in use throughout the country they can be 

easily adopted in any state. Georgia adopted the Midwest’s plan after Hurricane Alberto 
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triggered a 500-year flood in 1994 with great success. The Midwest plan was designed in 1993 in 

response to extensive flooding throughout the Midwestern United States. It was the first 

programmatic agreement which was fully coordinated between FEMA and the Advisory Council 

on Historic Preservation (ACHP) to address historic preservation efforts in response to flooding. 

The plan provided a standardized process by which the Midwestern states would handle historic 

review and allowed for regional offices to be created for FEMA and ACHP (Spenneman 10). 

Because of the strength of the Midwest programmatic agreement, it was an ideal fit for the 

Georgia SHPO who, prior to this incident, had no experience in disaster response. The 

programmatic agreement helped the Georgia SHPO in terms of getting data for rural areas where 

there was no documentation and allowed them to coordinate with other state agencies such as the 

Georgia Emergency Management Office (Spenneman 134). Programmatic agreements are ideal 

for large disasters, such as the Georgia floods, that require extensive manpower and resources, 

and are ideal for quick recovery. 

 Other roles of the SHPO include obtaining and administering federal grant money and 

offering technical assistance. In Georgia, the SHPO has a section on their website dedicated to 

disaster recovery. Among the duties listed of the SHPO are providing salvage and repair 

information, assisting with on-site property inspections and assessments, and providing financial 

assistance through grants (http://hpd.dnr.state.ga.us). For example, after a tornado struck the 

historic town of Americus, Georgia in March 2007, the SHPO sent team members to inspect the 

damage and provided information to the local historic preservation commission regarding tax 

incentives for homeowners and selecting contractors. The SHPO also offered technical assistance 

to solve repair or rehabilitation problems that might turn up once rebuilding had begun.  

http://hpd.dnr.state.ga.us
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 In addition to the SHPO and the State Emergency Management Office, preservationists 

may look to other state organizations. Among these organizations are state historical 

commissions, state archives, state museums, and state park departments (Jones 397-398). 

Another avenue that some states may explore is the Emergency Management Assistance 

Compact (EMAC).  EMAC is operated out of the National Emergency Management Association 

(NEMA) and consists of several states working together to respond to a disaster. The formulation 

of the first EMAC arose after the extensive damage caused by Hurricane Andrew in Florida and 

was employed in the aftermath of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in the Gulf Coast where more than 

$830 million in equipment was sent across the country (McEntire 337). In order to gain EMAC 

assistance, the state governor has to declare a state of emergency and the impacted state must ask 

for help. The EMAC program has a website that offers updates, contact information, training 

programs, and information regarding how the program works and how states can create 

legislation to become members of the program (http://www.emacweb.org) It is important for 

preservationists to know about the EMAC program because resources sent by EMAC include 

clean-up and shoring equipment that could apply to stabilizing historic resources.   

 

The Role of the Federal Government 

 The most important partner in disaster recovery on the national level is the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). FEMA was formed in 1978 and consists of the 

Federal Insurance Administration, the National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, the 

Federal Emergency Broadcast System, and several other government-run institutions. It was 

designed to be a partnership between federal, state, and local governments with aid from private 

organizations, businesses, and industry, and its sole role is to provide federal assistance to 

http://www.emacweb.org
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communities in the United States affected by natural disasters (Jones 429-430). In the past, 

FEMA has worked with SHPOs to promote the preservation of historic buildings. However, 

preservationists must realize the limitations to FEMA’s aid. For example, federally funded 

projects are required to go through the Section 106 process as dictated by the National Historic 

Preservation Act. However, in times of disaster, the review process does not become effective 

until 30 days after declaration of an emergency (Spenneman, 26). The passage of this much time 

could have catastrophic consequences for historic structures under the threat of being 

demolished, especially when FEMA offers free demolitions to property owners the first 30 days 

after a disaster.  

 Other national programs are the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the 

National Response Plan (NRP). Both of these programs are fairly recent developments. NIMS is 

more of a national response program that has the objective of helping the nation prevent, prepare 

for, respond to, and recover from all types of disasters. It was not largely implemented until after 

the World Trade Center attack of September 11, 2001. The NRP is a companion of the NIMS 

program and was designed to “align federal agencies, capabilities, and resources, into a unified, 

all-disciplined, and all hazards approach to disaster” (McEntire 344). NRP was finalized in 

December 2004 and was first used during Hurricane Katrina. 

 Along with assistance programs, the government may also offer grants to historic 

preservation institutions. After Hurricane Katrina, preservation and planning professionals from 

Mississippi and Louisiana were invited to speak to Congress. During these sessions, 

preservationists requested that the federal government provide grants to private property owners 

who were uninsured or underinsured, advocated for more technical support from FEMA in the 

field, and urged that the Historic Preservation Rehabilitation Tax Credits program be expanded. 
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Their efforts were successful when grants became available in 2006, with $10 million dollars 

allocated to the Louisiana SHPO and $26 million to Mississippi. As stated earlier, once grants 

such as these are issued by the federal government, preservationists can access these grants 

through administration by the State Historic Preservation Organization.  

 

 The Role of Private Organizations 

 Private organizations are the most important source of assistance for historical resources. 

Local preservation organizations, garden clubs, museums, and foundations are ideal places for 

preservation professionals to look for funding in times of disaster. Jones states that, “since most 

private mechanisms develop ad hoc, the most effective response comes locally” (398-399).  

While larger private organizations like the National Trust for Historic Preservation are excellent 

places to seek assistance, it is the local community groups that will be most affected by loss or 

damage to historic resources. These groups may be more likely to donate money to projects 

where there live and will be able to enjoy the results. For example in New Orleans an antique 

carousel in New Orleans City Park was restored using private donations.  The carousel was one 

of the last antique wooden carousels in the state and one of only 100 left in the country. After 

Hurricane Katrina it was left standing in four feet of water. Thanks to the concerns of local 

businesses and private parties, four million dollars in supplies and monetary donations were 

made for the restoration of the park and carousel. The City Park development director was 

quoted as saying, “There would be nothing open in the park if we were waiting on the city, state, 

and federal government” (“Leave it Better” 14).  

 As mentioned above, larger organizations like the National Trust for Historic 

Preservation (NTHP) are also good organizations to turn to for assistance and aid after a disaster. 
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After hurricane Katrina, the NTHP began fundraising immediately by establishing the Hurricane 

Recovery Fund which included donations from Goldman Sachs, the Getty Foundation, and 

Home and Garden Television (HGTV). The Trust also opened field offices in New Orleans and 

Mississippi and sent professionals to assist with survey and recovery. In addition to fund-raising 

and contributing manpower, the Trust appeared before Congress with preservation professionals 

in November 2005 to request legislative action that would include a Disaster Relief Historic 

Homeowner Assistance Tax Credit and a $60 million grant program under the federal Historic 

Preservation fund to be used for preservation, stabilization, and restoration of historic properties 

in the Gulf Coast (O’Connell 6-10). The success of their efforts and their continuing presence in 

the Gulf Coast through partnerships with local organizations, conference lectures, and monetary 

assistance have helped areas affected by Katrina immensely, and they are a great example of how 

much can be accomplished through private organization assistance. 

Finally, another important source of private assistance is through insurance. As discussed 

earlier, a good insurance policy is an excellent source of funding after a disaster. However, 

utilizing this form of assistance is entirely dependent on the carrier and the knowledge of the 

individual who takes out the policy. After Hurricane Katrina there was uproar when companies 

such as State Farm and Allstate would not cover certain types of damages. Some policies only 

covered wind damages while others covered only water damage. The biggest problem was that 

people could not prove what damages to their homes were caused by wind and what were caused 

by water. The confusion surrounding their policy information left many without insurance 

money. Being knowledgeable about homeowner policies is essential in taking advantage of the 

benefits that private insurance companies can offer. To get the most out of an insurance policy be 
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sure that the carrier understands the specific needs of the historic resource and the broadest 

amount of coverage is taken out.  

 

Conclusion 

 The best way to protect cultural resources from natural disasters is to plan ahead. 

Understanding the potential hazards to your property or to resources in your community, keeping 

records updated, and having a workable disaster plan on file are essential to mitigate damages 

should a disaster occur. Even more important is making sure regular inspections and routine 

maintenance are performed on site to prevent unnecessary damage. Examples from every major 

disaster in the United States (the Loma Prieta earthquake, Hurricane Hugo, Hurricanes Katrina 

and Rita) show that historic sites in good condition fared better than those sites that were not 

maintained. By conducting inspections and correcting problems ahead of time, a site is ensured a 

better survival rate should a disaster occur.  

 While regular maintenance and surveys are perhaps the most important mitigation tools, 

understanding the role of local, state, and federal government is also essential to preservationists 

who want to ensure maximum protection for their historic communities. Educating and 

cultivating a good working relationship with local government officials allows for a smooth and 

steady recovery and ensure the values of historic preservation are remembered while emergency 

policies are enacted. Likewise, understanding State Historic Preservation programs and the roles 

of the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in disaster situations will strengthen the 

individual organization’s emergency plans and lessen the confusion during a time of panic.  
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Chapter 4: Case Study 

Hurricane Hugo  

 

 Hurricane Hugo struck the historic city of Charleston, S.C. on September 21, 1989. An 

intense storm that caused massive damage in the Caribbean, Hugo arrived in South Carolina as a 

powerful Category Four storm with winds between 120 and 135 miles per hour and a storm surge 

that reached seventeen feet above low tide (Nelson 39). The strong winds spread out more than 

140 miles from the center of the storm, encompassing a large area of the state. Excessive rains 

before and after the storm caused extensive 

damages in areas where roofs were lost and 

caused severe flooding throughout the region. 

Although not the deadliest hurricane to ever 

strike the state, Hugo is considered the most 

destructive hurricane to strike South Carolina in 

recent decades. The storm caused billions of 

dollars of damage not only to coastal properties 

and to the historic city of Charleston, but also to 

hundreds of acres of forested land.  

 

 Planning Before the Storm 

 Despite having survived decades of earthquakes, fires, and hurricanes, Charleston and the 

state of South Carolina were not prepared to deal with a storm the magnitude of Hugo. Although 

Fig 4.1 Satellite image of Hurricane Hugo, 
courtesy of NOAA 
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the mayor of Charleston warned beforehand that the storm would result in flooding that would 

“boggle the mind,” the unprepared preservation community in Charleston had not developed 

major disaster preparedness skills or experienced the aftermath of severe devastation (Poston, 

149). King states, “to this day, I cannot explain why we did not respect or even fear this Class 

Four hurricane…I think the main reason no one wanted to begin preparing for the hurricane was 

that no one believed it would be as bad as it was” (King 30). Museum officials, the College of 

Charleston, the Historic Charleston Foundation, and various libraries and government offices 

went through the motions of securing their buildings and files, moving them to upper floors and 

boarding windows, but the Charleston Museum was the only cultural institution with a written 

disaster policy at the time of Hugo (Poston 150).  This very limited amount of preparation 

amounted to a serious underestimation of what would be a very powerful storm.  

In the past, South Carolina has been no stranger to dangerous hurricanes. According to 

the National Hurricane Center, “between the outset of the Industrial Revolution in the 1800’s and 

2004, South Carolina experienced nineteen category one storms, six category two storms, four 

category three storms, and two category four storms” (Rubillo 15). The last major hurricane to 

strike the coast before Hugo was Hurricane Hazel in 1954, which had 150 mile per hour winds, 

killed 95 people, and caused the equivalent of $1.94 billion in 2005 dollars. After Hazel, Tom 

Rubillo writes that the years 1961-1980 were the dullest on record in South Carolina in terms of 

hurricanes (115). Perhaps the lack of planning prior to Hugo was due to this fact. Whatever the 

cause, the complacency of cultural and government institutions was a large mistake that was 

quickly realized. 
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 Effects of the Storm 

 After hurricane Hugo it was estimated that 80-90% of Charleston’s building stock was 

damaged, including 89 structures that collapsed. In the historic areas, 50 houses were completely 

lost. Common effects of Hugo included high winds, storm surge, and torrential rain. Roof 

damage, flooding, wind-driven projectiles, the stripping of exterior appendages, loss of 

decorative exterior elements, failed windows and doors, extensive moisture damage, destruction 

of public and private gardens, loss of streetscape elements, disturbed historic cemeteries, beach 

erosion, and the loss of archaeological sites were also common damages (Nelson 40-41). Historic 

towns outside of the city also suffered severely, including McClellanville where one quarter of 

the contributing structures in the national register district received major damage (Nelson 102).  

 In total, the storm caused approximately 

$6 billion worth of damage to the state, with 

half in real estate and half in resources 

(primarily timber). Historic landscapes were 

disturbed with magnolia trees and loblolly pines 

suffering the most damage. An example of an area 

where the landscape suffered significantly is Drayton 

Hall, where the structure was left virtually unharmed but several trees were uprooted and 

archaeological sites were disturbed. In Charleston, the city’s forestry chief estimated that 30% of 

all trees in Charleston’s public areas and 40-50% of all landscape trees were destroyed or 

damaged (Wade XX17). In addition to the damages caused to the city and the immediate areas, 

the beaches of barrier islands like Sullivan’s Island and Isle of Palms suffered severe erosion 

from high winds and storm surge.  

Fig 4.2 Large Oaks over 100 
years old in Charleston after 
Hugo. Photo Courtesy of 
NOAA Photo Library. 
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 Recovery and Response 

 Recovery occurred at different rates at all levels of government. At the state level, the day 

after the storm the governor of South Carolina surveyed the damage and requested a Presidential 

Declaration of Disaster by President H.W. Bush. FEMA set up its first disaster field office in 

Columbia on September 23 and moved to North Charleston on September 26. Disaster 

application centers for those seeking federal aid opened on September 28. During the next 

month, the state emergency officials focused on restoration of infrastructure, damage 

assessments, debris clearance, and allocating requests for aid from FEMA (Elliot 75-76). 

At the local level, response 

began immediately. Mayor Joseph Riley 

of Charleston stayed in the city during 

the night of the storm to work on an 

initial emergency response plan. The 

morning after the storm the city was 

closed to visitors and a curfew was enforced. 

Transportation routes were cleared and windshield 

damage assessments commenced. Appeals were 

made to help the residents of Charleston and a campaign was begun to re-open the city as soon as 

possible after the storm. The campaign was called “Charleston—we’re going strong,” in efforts 

to combat negative newspaper accounts of total devastation. With the push of local officials 

towards recovery, the city reopened faster than expected on October 8, 1989 (Elliot 78). 

Fig 4.3 Damaged buildings in 
downtown Charleston after Hugo. 
Photo courtesy of Historic Charleston 
Foundation. 
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 Preservationists ran into several problems with the local government’s rush to re-open the 

city. While the city’s campaign tried to minimize damages, the preservation community was 

doing the opposite, trying to send out the message that Charleston had suffered major damage 

and desperately needed conservation aid (Elliot, 78). Preservationists also had to set up meetings 

with FEMA officials, the National Park Service, insurance companies, local officials, and 

cultural resource managers to discuss the Section 106 review process and to determine how 

repairs to historic resources were going to be handled. The biggest issues regarding demolition 

and alteration procedures focused on how strictly the historic district ordinance would be 

adhered to once repairs began. A more loosely interpreted ordinance would allow more 

affordable repairs but might detract from the quality of neighborhoods, while a stricter 

interpretation would require homeowner’s to make repairs of like kind and quality.  The most 

important outcome of this meeting was the decision that the Historic District Ordinance would 

not be revoked and the Board of Architectural Review would have the power to rule on exterior 

alterations within historic districts (Elliot 80). This decision was crucial to rehabilitating the city 

in a manner that would be historically accurate and preserve its character.  

 Once the determination was made as to how buildings were to be repaired, 

preservationists began to conduct damage assessment surveys. To do this, they established a task 

force called the Emergency Stabilization and Preservation Services. Members of the task force 

included staff and volunteers from city planning, the Historic Charleston Foundation, the 

Preservation Society, and the Charleston Museum. The task force was divided into six teams that 

surveyed approximately 2,600 buildings in the city’s Historic District and the Old City district 
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Fig. 4.4  Historic Charleston Foundation Damage Assessment Form used during Hugo 
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Fig. 4.4 cont. Historic Charleston Foundation Damage Assessment Form used during Hugo 
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 in order to establish priorities for 

restoration (Elliot 86). A hurricane 

damage assessment form (Fig. 4.4) 

was created to guide the teams, and a 

technical unit of the task force 

cleaned up debris and coordinated 

the activities of incoming experts 

and survey volunteers (Elliot 89). Many 

universities, architectural firms, and 

preservation groups came into the city to 

assist with clean-up and damage assessment surveys. These surveys helped to confirm which 

buildings were repairable and which were not, which was critical since the city had already 

flagged many for demolition. 

 Another issue that preservationists faced after the storm was convincing homeowners 

who wanted to rebuild to take the appropriate rehabilitation steps. To do this, organizations like 

the Historic Charleston Foundation held public meetings and advertised their aid using flyers. 

They also talked with people at their homes, educating homeowners on their repair options 

(Nelson 126). One of the major preservation issues for homeowners was the replacement of slate 

roofs that had been damaged in the storm. Due to the type of slate originally used to build some 

homes and the difficulty of finding manufacturers and craftsman, some homeowners had to seek 

assistance outside of the country. To offer assistance on how to make the decision of which 

contractors to use, the Historic Charleston Foundation suggested homeowners bring samples of 

Fig. 4.5 Historic home in Charleston 
damaged by Hugo. Photo courtesy of 
Historic Charleston Foundation. 
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their roof to their preservation center and the Foundation would attempt to identify a supplier 

that could match the original slate (Elliot 93). During the repair process contractors were brought 

in from various locations from Chicago to Ireland. All contractors were required to be licensed 

and fingerprinted in efforts to curtail any shoddy repairs (Nelson 133). Even though this process 

was not completely effective, it allowed for preservationists to have some control over who was 

doing the work to historic properties and made sure that most repairs were done in an appropriate 

manner.  

 After the storm, many funding 

opportunities became available to historic 

property owners. Locally, the Historic 

Charleston Foundation set up a fund 

designed for relief and recovery efforts for 

historic buildings, and donation requests 

were sent to members whose names were on the 

House and Garden Tour list. With the help of 

the Georgia State Historic Preservation Office 

who also sent out mailings to its members, the fund raised $180,000 (Elliot 99). A fundraiser was 

also held in conjunction with the Historic Charleston Foundation in New York City, where an 

evening benefit raised $175,000 that would be dispersed to properties that were uninsured, 

under-insured, or unable to get funding from FEMA (Elliot 103). The South Carolina State 

Historic Preservation Office also provided an emergency grant program for damaged cultural 

properties not only in Charleston, but state-wide. These grants were given to properties eligible 

Fig. 4.6 Sullivan’s Island, S.C. after 
Hugo. Photo courtesy of 
http://www.geocities.com/hurricanene/
hurricanehugo.htm 

http://www.geocities.com/hurricanene/
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for listing on the national register that were either uninsured or under-insured. The grants were 

for emergency weatherization, with a maximum of $5,000 per property (Elliot 106).  

  

Lessons Learned 

One of the biggest challenges to 

preservation efforts after Hurricane 

Hugo was the lack of survey 

documentation of the city’s historic 

resources.  Sporadic surveys had been 

conducted of specific streets or areas as recently as 

1984, but the last historic building inventory was 

completed in 1979 (Elliot 11). The lack of available 

documentation made damage assessment difficult in terms of what existed prior to the storm. An 

updated inventory would have given city preservationists a better idea of how much damage was 

caused to the city’s historic fabric as well as how they should go about repairing it. To correct 

this problem for future disasters, the Historic Charleston Foundation partnered with the Historic 

American Building Survey (HABS) program and the National Park Service to complete 

architectural drawings of endangered buildings. In the event of a disaster these drawings would 

be used to reconstruct or rehabilitate a damaged property. A computer survey database was also 

created to provide quick access to specific information about the properties. The approximately 

2,700 properties surveyed after Hurricane Hugo were included in the database, as well as the 

damages they suffered after the storm (Poston 157).  

  

Fig. 4.7 The Historic Ben Sawyer 
drawbridge after Hugo. Photo 
courtesy of NOAA photo library. 
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Another area that proved challenging in the Hugo recovery was the lack of skilled craftsman 

trained in historic material restoration 

(Elliot 112). Importing labor from 

overseas was expensive, and even though 

preservation organizations screened 

contractors “many structures were 

hurriedly rebuilt with roofs less able to 

withstand a storm than they were before Hugo” 

(Applebome A1). Charleston preservationists 

realized the need for American craftsman who 

are able to work competently on historic structures. In attempts to make up for this lack of skilled 

labor, the Historic Charleston Foundation decided to pursue an educational program that would 

be called the Charleston Crafts Program. The program would be based on the French crafts guild, 

Les Campagnons Devoir, and would “provide seminars, workshops and an apprenticeship 

program in slate and metal roofing systems, masonry, ironwork, carpentry, and other historic 

material crafts” (Elliot 112).  The idea was well-received and has proved to be a success since its 

establishment in the early 1990’s. Since its implementation after Hugo, the program has trained 

many young students and has completed several rehabilitations (Weyeneth 173-174).  

 

 Conclusion 

 The biggest lesson learned for preservationists from Hurricane Hugo is the necessity to 

maintain and plan (Nelson 50). Preservationists had not planned ahead prior to the storm and 

although recovery went fairly well, there were several areas that proved cumbersome to cultural 

Fig. 4.8 Remains of an old building in 
downtown Charleston. Photo courtesy of 
NOAA Photo Library 
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resource managers trying to inventory and save historic buildings from demolition. Along with 

issues of general maintenance, these problems could have been avoided with better planning. 

Had a plan been in place before the storm and proper maintenance issues addressed, cultural 

resources would have fared better during the storm.  

 Although there were mistakes, Charleston did make an effort to correct their errors by 

updating their survey and creating a statewide database. Cultural organizations such as the 

Historic Charleston Foundation (HCF) took proactive disaster planning steps by writing a formal 

disaster plan (see Appendix A) and conducting  regular updates of this plan. The plan includes 

guidelines for emergency communication, staff responsibilities, a time line for hurricane 

preparations, property specific plans, and information for recovery. In addition, HCF, along with 

several other cultural institutions, formed the Charleston Heritage Federation which meets 

monthly to discuss general preservation matters in the city and has agreed to coordinate future 

disaster response efforts (Elliot 113). On the surface it appears that Charleston preservationists 

learned their lesson after Hugo. However, since Hugo the city has not had to deal with another 

major hurricane. Because of the large amount of time that has passed, “Hugo may not be in the 

minds of those who have migrated to South Carolina since…all some residents may remember 

about the danger of a hurricane is the inconvenience suffered when evacuating for a storm that 

never struck” (Rubillo 122). After Hurricane Katrina, news articles from the Charleston 

newspaper, the Post and Courier, discussed how residents  who had become complacent after 

Hugo began to again take notice of the importance of disaster planning after the seeing the 

damages to New Orleans and the Mississippi coast. Hopefully the city and preservationists will 

continue to be aware of the dangers of a major hurricane and prepare accordingly for the next 

disaster. 
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Chapter 5: Case Study—Hurricane Katrina 

“Hurricane Katrina is one of the greatest human tragedies in the nation’s history, but it could also 
be the greatest cultural catastrophe” –Virgil McDill, “Preventing Cultural Catastrophe” (7) 

 

 Hurricane Katrina was not only the costliest storm in America’s history, but it was also 

one of the most deadly. Katrina was the sixth strongest Atlantic hurricane ever recorded and the 

third strongest hurricane to make landfall in the United States. The storm began as a tropical 

depression in the Atlantic Ocean and grew into a category one hurricane striking the Florida 

coast on August 25, 2005. After causing power outages and some minor flooding, Katrina moved 

into the Gulf of Mexico where it began to strengthen, at one point reaching Category Five status 

with maximum sustained winds up to 175 miles per hour. As the storm grew in strength and 

meteorologists speculated its path, fears began to rise as models showed a possible impact to the 

historic city of New Orleans, Louisiana. While a hurricane as strong as Katrina would provide a 

deathly blow to any coastal city, the possibility of landfall in New Orleans was particularly 

worrisome since the entire city is either just above or below sea level. A large storm surge would 

completely inundate the city, destroying homes, businesses, and important cultural resources 

(“Hurricane Katrina Overview” NOAA website). 

 On August 29, 2005 Katrina made landfall on the Louisiana/Mississippi border, barely 

missing New Orleans. Although slightly diminished in strength, Katrina still came ashore as a 

powerful Category 3 hurricane with maximum sustained winds of 120 miles per hour and wind 

gusts up to 135 miles per hour. In Louisiana, storm surges reached fourteen feet and on the 

Mississippi coast storm surges were as much as twenty-seven feet. The Mississippi coast 

received the worst of the storm with winds extending 120 miles from the center of the storm and 
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storm surge affecting areas up to six miles inland. With the Mississippi coast bearing the harshest 

blows of the hurricane, it appeared that New Orleans had dodged a large bullet. Still, many 

feared that with the enormous amount of rains that the storm brought, levee breaches and 

flooding were still a possible threat to the city. Not even two days later, those fears were realized 

as 53 levee breaches left almost 80% of the city underwater (“Hurricane Katrina Overview” 

NOAA website). 

 Katrina not only brutally assaulted Mississippi and Louisiana, but effects of the storm 

were felt throughout the eastern United States. Alabama and the Florida Panhandle received 

strong winds, and storm surge caused serious damages. The storm also spawned 62 tornadoes in 

eight states including Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee. The size of Katrina was so immense 

that strong winds and damages were reported as far north as New York State on August 30th.  

 

 Effects of the Storm 

 The size and strength of Katrina created a disaster zone of roughly 90,000 square miles, 

an area the size of the United Kingdom. The storm caused over $80 billion in damages and it is 

estimated that over 1,800 people lost their lives. Katrina damaged oil refineries and platforms in 

the Gulf causing gas prices to skyrocket across the country. It also damaged the forestry industry 

in Louisiana and Mississippi, left the coast with severe beach erosion, and shut down sixteen 

National Wildlife refuges where the habitats of many protected species were harshly disrupted.  

 The loss to cultural property was similarly extensive. In Mississippi, the storm affected 

70 miles of coastline and several counties in the southern region of the state (David Preziosi 

interview 5/15/07). In three counties along the coastline, 90% of structures within a half mile of 

the coast were destroyed. To put that percentage in numbers, the damage totaled the destruction 
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of 65,000 buildings including more than 800 historic structures, 250 of which were listed in the 

National Register. Of these 250 nationally recognized structures, it is estimated that 200 were 

razed needlessly in the frenzied clean-up efforts (Curtis, 32). Some of the lost structures in 

Mississippi included the Herman House, the Dantzler House in Biloxi (Fig. 5.5), and the Tullis-

Toledano Manor (Fig. 5.2) which was destroyed by a three story casino barge (Architectural 

Record 35). Jefferson Davis’s historic ocean retreat, Beauvoir (Fig. 5.3), survived but was 

heavily damaged, and it is estimated that it will take $3.8 million to repair the damage (David 

Preziosi interview 5/15/07).  

In New Orleans, the most historic parts of 

the city (the French Quarter and the Garden 

District) were spared major damage, but important 

turn-of-the-century vernacular communities were 

severely damaged by floodwaters. Many of these 

communities had been listed in the National 

Register, including Gentilly Terrace, Mid-City, 

Parkview, Broadmoor, South Lakeview, and Holy 

Cross (“Historic Preservation Vs. Katrina”) Some reports state that as many as two-thirds of 

structures located within these historic districts were affected by Katrina. Examples of sites that 

received especially large amounts of damage include the Rayne Memorial Church in New 

Orleans and Longue Vue which was flooded with fifteen feet of water. In addition, many of the 

historic streetcars that ran throughout the city were also heavily damaged, and the city is still 

struggling to get them up and running in various locations.  

  

Fig. 5.1 Homes in the Lower 9th ward in 
New Orleans, LA after Katrina, May 
2006. Photo by author. 
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Figure 5.2  

Tullis-Toledano Manor in Biloxi, MS before Katrina (above) and after (below) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.3  

Beauvoir, historic home of Jefferson Davis before Katrina (above) and after (below) 
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Figure 5.4 

 
Historic home in Pass Christian, MS before Katrina (above) and after (below) 

 
 

 

 
  

Figure 5.5: The Dantzler House in MS, before Katrina (left) and after Katrina (right) 
 

(Photos courtesy of Mississippi Heritage Trust website) 
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Planning Before the Storm 

 New Orleans and Mississippi share extensive numbers of historic resources. New Orleans 

alone has 175,000 designated structures which are located in the largest number of historic 

districts per capita in the United States (Deluca 14). Despite the large number of resources, many 

cultural resource managers did not have a disaster plan prior to the storm in both locations. The 

usual steps of evacuation and moving important items to higher ground took place, but the 

intensity of Katrina was severely underestimated. For example, the modern library at Beauvoir 

was built to survive a category four hurricane. Not anticipating the magnitude of Katrina (as only 

a category three storm), no artifacts were moved from the lower level of the museum. As a result 

only 10% of the artifacts (only 1,000 out of over 10,000) from the library survived the storm 

surge and high winds (NTHP Conference Lecture 11/02/06).  

According to David Fields, the Operation Comeback Homeowner Assistance Coordinator 

in New Orleans, New Orleans had no disaster plan before hurricane Katrina because the city was 

already in a state of decay prior to the storm and preservationists were simply “going from crisis 

to crisis” (Fields interview 2/26/07). As with the Hurricane Hugo case study, this lack of 

preparation was visible throughout the recovery process in New Orleans and Mississippi, as 

preservationists dealt with issues such as inadequate surveys, lack of manpower, and volunteers 

who were uneducated in the historic preservation process.  

 

Recovery and Response 

 In New Orleans and Mississippi, response and recovery to Hurricane Katrina were 

similar. In both situations preservationists faced tensions between homeowners, the government, 

and threats of demolition. While preservationists were not able to spring into action immediately 
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in New Orleans due to floodwaters, the Mississippi Heritage Trust (MHT) immediately ventured 

down to the Gulf Coast to conduct damage assessment surveys. Conducting the surveys was 

difficult since there were no hotels, no restaurants, no power, and no telephone systems 

immediately after the storm. Without these facilities, surveyors were forced to drive each day to 

and from the survey sites which could range up to 150 miles or more daily (“Historic 

Preservation Vs. Katrina” 12). According to David Preziosi, the Mississippi Heritage Trust 

formed damage assessment teams who filled out survey-like forms and walked through every 

street in the affected counties to determine triage of what resources needed immediate attention. 

The teams consisted of two people. The next stage in their recovery efforts was to coordinate 

volunteer experts (architects, engineers, archaeologists, etc) who would be available to advise 

property owners on why they should save their properties and the resources available to them to 

do so. To manage these volunteers MHT coordinated with other organizations. In order to 

manage donations, they established a Recovery Fund for preservation of buildings with hurricane 

damage and made sure their website was up to date on damage details and how people could 

help (Preziosi interview, 5/15/07). 

 In New Orleans, the Historic District 

Commissioner was one of the first 

preservationists allowed to return to the city in 

October to begin surveying (Gay interview 

5/21/07). While the parts of the city older than 

1900 had been undamaged by the floodwaters, 

many vernacular, working class districts had  

 

Fig. 5.6 Home in the Lower 
9th ward, New Orleans, LA. 
May 2006. Photo by author. 
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been devastated. After an extensive survey was conducted using electronic data and GIS maps, it 

was determined that 254 houses were severely damaged and 172 were completely destroyed 

(Lecture 7/29/06). Many of the homes that were severely damaged and even those that suffered 

lesser damages were already on the city’s demolition list. To combat this problem, organizations 

like the Preservation Resource Center and the New Orleans Historic Districts Landmarks 

Commission immediately sprung into action by working with FEMA and homeowners to get 

properties off the demolition list and to encourage people to rehabilitate.  

 Interviews with several people at the Preservation Resource Center indicate that the 

biggest lifesaver to historic properties was the Section 106 review process mandated by the 

National Historic Preservation Act. After Katrina, FEMA offered to raze buildings for free which 

put many buildings in danger, especially if the owner was not available or felt the building was 

beyond repair (even if it was repairable). However, because of Section 106 review, if a particular 

area of the city had been flooded and was a National Register District (as many of the flooded 

areas were), then government officials were forced to conduct a review of these properties to 

determine if rehabilitation was possible before demolition was finalized. Preservationists 

struggled with the issue of demolition, especially in areas where people were not allowed to 

return home for months. In areas where people were available, the Preservation Resource Center 

offered to speak with them about their property and put flyers on doors advertising seminars 

where they could receive guidance regarding clean-up, restoration, and other available resources 

(Patricia Gay interview 5/21/07).  

 Preservation professionals were inundated with projects after the storm and where their 

resources were limited local citizens concerned with preservation took action. Two female 

residents of New Orleans started a website called squanderedheritage.com where they posted 
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Fig. 5.7 Flood Depth in Historic Districts in New Orleans, LA 
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 pictures of houses they believed to be significant but were in danger of being demolished 

(Simmons 1/21/07). The website is still in operation as the issue of demolition continues to be a 

major concern for historic structures in New Orleans. The purpose of the website is to educate 

and entice readers to make their objections known at public hearings on potential demolitions. It 

includes the dates of commission meetings, publishes press releases, gives educational 

information about historic districts, and advises what a person can do to prevent unnecessary 

demolitions.  While it is unclear how much effect the website has had in preventing demolitions, 

it is a great resource for the community and those who are concerned with Louisiana’s heritage. 

 In addition to the efforts of individual residents and the push to prevent demolition by 

local preservation organizations, many programs were begun to manage the rebuilding process. 

The Preservation Resource Center (PRC) steered their Operation Comeback program towards 

helping to rebuild the Holy Cross neighborhood. The program was originally begun in 1988 to 

restore blighted areas of the city, but after the storm the focus was shifted to “make a significant 

investment in a concentrated area rather than rebuild 

scattered houses across the city” (Curtis 25). In the past 

two years, the program has been involved in rehabilitating 

150 homes by finding them on demolition lists and buying 

them to repair (Curtis 25). Another program initiated by 

PRC and the National Trust was the HomeAgain program. 

This program was designed to give technical advice to 

homeowners and to help fund the rebuilding of homes. 

Homes that were restored by the HomeAgain team have 

been inspirational in neighborhoods where people are 

Fig. 5.8 Shotgun house in the 
Lakeview neighborhood of New 
Orleans, May 2007. Photo by author. 
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unsure whether to return, giving residents the chance to see the possibilities of restoration in 

action (Curtis 25). Through the program, PRC is actively showing the public an alternative to 

demolition.  

Another program that is taking a unique approach to preservation is The Green Project. 

One of the major obstacles to preservationists in the city was the loss of historic building 

materials due to looting or the clean-up process. PRC and other organizations found that well-

meaning volunteers involved in the clean-up after the storm were leaving period doors, trim, 

hardware, and shutters at the curb to be thrown away as garbage. In their attempts to educate 

homeowners and volunteers about recycling these materials, and sifting through the items 

themselves, PRC was able to save some valuable historic features from being thrown away. 

However, thousands of materials were still being lost. The Green Project began as an 

independent project developed to aid in the salvage of building materials. To do this, members of 

the project selected homes designated by city inspectors and preservationists as unsalvageable 

and “deconstructed” them piece by piece, saving items that could be reused. Not only was this 

process an excellent alternative to complete loss by demolition, but it provided a form of 

employment, slowed the amount of waste going to landfills, and provided affordable materials 

for those in the community who were rebuilding (Bergeron 46).  

 With their local efforts moving steadily forward, preservationists looked to the federal 

government for support. In November 2005, preservation advocates from New Orleans, 

Mississippi, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, and FEMA, met for a hearing in front 

of Congress to discuss the issue of historic preservation and its relation to rehabilitation after 

hurricane Katrina. Some of the issues discussed included technical support from FEMA; funding 

for the repair of historic structures; alteration of the historic structures rehabilitation tax credit 
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law; the priority of stabilization; and the rebuilding of the levees in New Orleans and the 

wetlands surrounding the Gulf. Many of the attendees from local organizations in Mississippi 

and New Orleans felt that FEMA was not as supportive as it could have been in preservation 

efforts. As David Preziosi of the Mississippi Heritage Trust pointed out, as of November 2005 

FEMA had only contracted with 1 structural engineer, 3 preservation consultants, and 1 

architectural historian—all of which had to cover 72 miles of coastline in three counties of 

Mississippi (“Historic Preservation Vs. Katrina” 59).  With so many historic resources along the 

coast and so few preservationists, extra assistance from FEMA would have allowed the 

surveying to move quicker and more efficiently, perhaps saving more resources. 

Another major topic at the hearing was for federal and state funding for the preservation 

of storm damaged homes. National Trust president Richard Moe proposed a 2-year $60 million 

“Historic Preservation Disaster Relief Grants Program” that would be used to provide immediate 

assistance to property owners who would not be eligible for FEMA aid. Under the program, 

applicants would agree to rehabilitate their property based upon standard preservation guidelines 

and principles. Mr. Moe also proposed that the rehabilitation tax credit law be reconsidered to 

include private homeowners, allowing a credit of 30% of qualified rehabilitation expenditures up 

to $40,000 (“Historic Preservation Vs. Katrina” 112). Overall, the hearing was an excellent 

opportunity for preservationists to voice their concerns and proved successful in securing $26 

million for historic homeowners in Mississippi and $10 million for historic homeowners in 

Louisiana (David Preziosi interview 5/15/07).  
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 Lessons Learned 

 The magnitude of Katrina and the lack of 

preparation taught preservationists and 

government leaders some important lessons. Both 

David Preziosi of the Mississippi Heritage Trust 

(MHT) and Patricia Gay of the Preservation 

Resource Center in New Orleans agreed that 

potential historic districts need to be thoroughly 

investigated in the future. Although historic districts do 

not offer complete protection, in a disaster they will 

trigger the Section 106 review process which will slow down unnecessary demolitions. Both also 

agreed that their respective organizations need to work more closely with the government in the 

future to prepare for potential damages to historic structures and to educate them about why 

cultural resources need to be protected.  

 Individually, David Preziosi offered ways in which the Mississippi Heritage Trust has 

learned from Katrina. He stated that maintaining good records and surveys are essential in a long 

term preservation plan, as well as having multiple back-ups for those records. He also stated the 

importance of making partnerships, especially with the State Emergency Management Agency, 

and the importance of making sure there are enough resources (technologically and otherwise) 

available to help others after a storm. Lack of resources is an important issue for MHT because it 

was a big problem they faced after Katrina. Mr. Preziosi stated that he felt they would have had 

more to offer people had there been better resources available. One area where Mr. Preziosi 

found unanticipated success was the organization’s website. After the storm, the site received 

Fig. 5.9 Deserted street in the 
Lower 9th ward. New Orleans, 
LA, May 2006. Photo by author. 
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thousands of hits from people all over the world who wanted to know the status of different 

landmarks and properties. By keeping the website updated, the organization found a useful tool 

in getting information out to the public and receiving donations (interview, 5/15/07). 

 Elliott Perkins, director of the Historic District Landmarks Commission, also shared what 

he felt were some important lessons learned after the storm. He felt that the survey process and 

stabilization could have gone faster if the commission had better electronic resources. He also 

pointed out the problem of inappropriate rehabilitations that were taking place after the storm. 

Because historic buildings typically have different dimensions than newer construction (i.e. 

higher ceilings), places like Home Depot or Lowes often do not have adequate materials for 

repair. Many homeowners do not realize this, and are not aware that there may be other resources 

available to them. Thus, many homes end up being repaired or restored improperly. Mr. Perkins 

implied that educating historic homeowners before and after a disaster about the specific needs 

of their historic homes could help to decrease the chances of inadequate repairs, and could be an 

area of opportunity for the city in the future (Perkins interview 5/21/07). 

 Other issues addressed by these individuals as areas for improvement included 

community involvement, working with the media, and developing a comprehensive disaster plan 

for the Gulf Coast. Patricia Gay said that building civic pride and involving the public in 

preservation was essential to raising awareness and promoting good practices after a disaster. 

She also stated to beware of the media and to find a way to counter untruths (Gay interview 

5/21/07). This is especially challenging today due to advances in modern technology. Hurricane 

Katrina was extensively covered by all forms of media, and not all of the coverage accurately 

portrayed events. After Katrina, one newspaper published an unsubstantiated claim that 60,000 

structures in New Orleans would have to be demolished (O’Connell 10). This claim was a 
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complete fabrication and preservationists had to convince the rest of the world that much of the 

damage was repairable. Because of issues like this, preservationists should be aware of methods 

of dealing with the media to make sure issues are presented as truthfully as possible.  

In addition to the comments of Ms. Gay, David Preziosi advised the need to develop a 

comprehensive coastal recovery plan in case of future disasters, and the need for a federal 

program to improve survivability of structures on the Gulf Coast including mitigation approaches 

that will encourage retention and strengthening of historic buildings (“Historic Preservation Vs. 

Katrina” 73-74). For example, after Katrina, historic homeowners were not required to elevate 

their homes according to new building safety guidelines, even though this might protect their 

home from future damages. One fear was that elevating a home or using materials to strengthen 

the structure would disqualify a home from being included on the National Register or a historic 

district. If federal guidelines could be re-evaluated for historic homes in coastal areas and a 

workable program developed for homeowners to combat this mentality, more cultural resources 

could be saved in the future. 

 Additionally David Fields, director of 

Operation Comeback at the Preservation Resource 

Center, reaffirmed the need to listen to individual 

homeowner’s wants and needs. He also advised 

never to underestimate the strength of an older 

building. Because of age, historic buildings are 

almost always put on the demolition lists if they have 

suffered damage after a disaster, when in actuality older 

buildings are often much stronger than newer homes 

Fig. 5.10 Restored home in the 
Lakeview neighborhood. New 
Orleans, LA, May 2007. Photo by 
author. 
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because they used old growth wood and had higher levels of craftsmanship. Mr. Fields said he 

was amazed by what people threw away after the storm, and that reusing materials from 

damaged properties could have saved people a lot of money in restoration costs (interview 

2/26/07). Learning this lesson is important for preservationists because they are the ones who 

need to teach homeowners and volunteers what is salvageable and what is not. The more historic 

infrastructure that can be saved (even if it is small details), the more history can be preserved. 

 

Progress 

 Although recovery is still ongoing in the Gulf, much progress has been made by 

preservationists, local neighborhoods, and the local government. St. Tammany parish, which had 

over 40,000 damaged homes after the storm, has already created a modified disaster plan that 

would allow the parish to sustain itself for 7 days with no outside help in the event of a disaster. 

The parish has also teamed up with local parishes to form a regional re-entry plan that would 

allow first-responders, then community partnership members (utility companies, grocery trucks, 

etc), and then residents to return to their homes. In addition, a new Emergency Operations Center 

was created at the Slidell Municipal Airport to 

be used as a communications hub in the event of 

an emergency. This location was chosen 

because it did not flood during Katrina (Stevens 

2). 

 Other neighborhoods in the Louisiana area are 

returning to something resembling their pre-Katrina 

Fig. 5.11 Street under construction 
in the Lakeview neighborhood. 
New Orleans, LA, May 2007. Photo 
by author. 
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state. Because of rebuilding programs many homes are being rebuilt and homeowners are 

returning to their old neighborhoods. Since Katrina, the New Orleans chapter of the Rebuilding 

Together Program has totally renovated 50 homes at an average cost of $40,000, with dozens 

more being completed. In addition, the national organization for Rebuilding Together has 

implemented a program called Rebuild 1000.The program goal was to rebuild 1000 homes 

affected by the hurricane and 100 homes have been completed so far (Lemann 10). Still, even 

with all the rehabilitation currently going on the losses to demolition are staggering: 7,500 homes 

demolished to date and another 4,000-5,000 estimated to come down according to FEMA (Curtis 

25). Clearly demolitions are still going to be preservationist’s biggest struggle in New Orleans. 

However, if homeowners continue to gain education and insight from rebuilding programs 

perhaps some unnecessary demolitions will be curtailed. 

On the Gulf Coast the battle is a little different. Preservationists are struggling with 

demolitions but they are also dealing with large development issues. An organization called 

Preservation House has been working diligently to contact homeowners whose homes are 

currently abandoned and in danger of demolition along the coast. As of this year they have had a 

30% success rate with about 560 property owners applying for grants, and funding approved for 

285 structures (Curtis 33). Getting these property owners back to their homes is crucial to 

preserving some of the historic character of the Mississippi coast as commercial developers, 

casino operators, and condominiums threaten to reshape the coastline.  

 Other areas that are not facing development issues are still worrying about demolition 

and reforming historic districts. In Pass Christian, 80% of the beachfront homes were lost. Of the 

remaining structures, some are being repaired while others are being salvaged for building 

material. Inland, the state is looking to create more historic districts, especially in the area of 
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Turkey Creek, a community that was originally begun by freed slaves (Curtis, 33-36). 

Redistricting will have to be done in many of the coastal areas since so many historic properties 

were lost. As a result, the state will now have to focus on areas that once wanted to be designated 

but never were as a means of protecting what little historic infrastructure is left (Preziosi 

interview 5/15/07). Protecting these remaining structures is crucial for preservationists in the 

battle of protecting the coast from becoming completely overrun with new construction. 

 

 Conclusion 

 The devastation to cultural resources in the Gulf Coast after hurricane Katrina was huge 

and the true impact may not yet be known since recovery is still ongoing. Thanks to grant money 

from the government and generous private donations, many historic resources have been saved. 

Still, there have been many casualties. Although the French Quarter of New Orleans was spared, 

many vernacular communities suffered. According to author Virgil McDill, 

Working-class neighborhoods like Holy Cross, Mid-City, and Treme are the city’s heart 
and soul. The shot-gun houses, Creole cottages, and bungalows are home to many of 
New Orleans’ musicians, cooks, and Mardi Gras Indians—the people who create the  rich 
cultural fabric that makes New Orleans the unique place that millions of us love (7). 
 

Because of high poverty levels, many of these historic communities are in danger. People cannot 

afford to rebuild and their houses are destined to a fate of demolition by neglect. However, 

thanks to programs such as the ones employed by the Preservation Resource Center, some of 

these homes are being saved and preservationists are helping to bring people back. 

 Despite being lost in the media coverage, the Gulf Coast has forged its own way towards 

recovery by working to repair important landmarks such as Beauvoir and trying to restore what 

historic structures are left on the coastline. When Katrina first approached the Gulf, everyone 

was worried about New Orleans and when the storm bypassed the city it seemed everyone 
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breathed a sigh of relief, while no one seemed to consider the magnitude of destruction on the 

coast of Mississippi. When the levees broke in New Orleans, all of the media was there to show 

people standing on roofs and people crying for aid in front of the Superdome, while there was 

very little coverage of the virtually flattened Gulf Coast. In the two years since the anniversary of 

the storm, coverage has always focused on New Orleans, whereas there is barely mention of the 

cities of Biloxi, Pass Christian, and Bay St. Louis that suffered equally, if not more damage.  

 With so much still to be accomplished, both states may not recover from the devastation 

of Katrina for years to come. Even though the levees are being repaired in New Orleans, they are 

still not strong enough to withstand another storm like Katrina, and may not be structurally sound 

until final repairs are completed in 2011 (Schleifstein 1-2). In addition, the delicate wetland areas 

around the Gulf will need to be evaluated as a restoration rather than a development project.  A 

restored wetland area would minimize flooding and provide a buffer to storm surges that could 

significantly impact cities and structures should another disaster occur. If preservationists in 

Louisiana and Mississippi can work to correct their mistakes from Katrina and plan accordingly, 

then the hazards of another disaster will be greatly minimized.  
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Chapter 6: Case Study Analysis and Conclusions 

 “Preparedness Plans consist of common sense leavened with long lists of things to do, 
responsible parties and telephone numbers.”  

– Carl Nelson, Protecting the Past from Natural Disasters (77) 
 
 The two case studies provided in this thesis were chosen because of their similarities and 

because they were seminal disasters for preservation professionals. In Charleston, New Orleans, 

and Mississippi, preservationists had never dealt with a disaster the magnitude of Hurricanes 

Hugo or Katrina in their recent past. Their lack of planning and preparedness and the subsequent 

losses from the disaster show the direct need for disaster planning education among preservation 

professionals. Carl Nelson states that the strongest lesson of Hurricane Hugo for preservationists 

is that “it is possible to protect many, if not most, of our historic places from disasters” (77). 

With adequate planning and education by preservationists a large amount of damages could have 

been prevented during Hugo and Katrina. Authors such as Carl Nelson, Barclay Jones, and Dirk 

Spenneman are pioneers in terms of bringing this type of education to the forefront of 

preservation planning, with case studies to illustrate what works and what does not work in a 

disaster situation. This chapter seeks to supplement their work by analyzing the Hugo and 

Katrina case studies, evaluating what was done well and what still needs improvement, and 

studying whether the lessons learned from Hugo had any impact on Katrina recovery.  

 

 Analysis 

 Although sixteen years separate Hurricanes Hugo and Katrina, it is important to note that 

many similarities existed in terms of planning, response, and recovery. After hurricane Hugo, a 

large mistake was the fact that surveys for historic properties were not up to date and not in areas 
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where they could have been easily accessible, whether in file drawers or on a computer database. 

Despite years of advances in technology, the same was true of Mississippi and Louisiana in 

2005. Surveys were not up to date and information was not readily available. Further, because of 

the selectivity of surveys many important neighborhoods and communities were lost or severely 

damaged and there is no record of what resources those areas once held. According to Morgan, 

much of the vernacular architecture that was damaged in both states was “not included in historic 

resource survey inventories and had not been considered for placement in them” (707). Lack of 

inclusion caused the loss of resources important to the culture and history of the affected areas.  

Another similar problem faced by Charleston and New Orleans preservationists was 

getting people who wanted to rebuild immediately to take the appropriate rehabilitation steps. As 

stated in the New Orleans case study, many people were repairing but were using materials 

inappropriate for historic structures. In Charleston, similar problems had to be addressed, 

especially in regards to roofing materials. In both cases educational seminars were crucial in 

educating homeowners and others about the importance of using the correct materials, and giving 

them the information on how and where these resources may be obtained. Although the problems 

were addressed after the disaster, giving homeowners this education before the disaster would 

free up resources and allow recovery to move at a much smoother rate. Including other 

individuals in this education, (elected officials, contractors, and insurance companies) would also 

be beneficial to preservationists in educating the community about historic structures and how 

they need to be maintained. 

 Maintenance of historic properties was another issue faced by preservationists after the 

hurricanes. Protecting Historic Structures From Natural Disasters: Disaster Preparedness 

Planning for Hurricane Hugo in Charleston, South Carolina written by Katherine Elliott on 
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Charleston’s recovery after Hurricane Hugo provides a detailed analysis of how well buildings 

withstood the hurricane. In her study, the buildings that suffered the worst damage were the ones 

that were not properly maintained. Similar results were found in New Orleans and Mississippi. 

According to Behre, the most severely damaged houses in New Orleans seem to have suffered 

from neglect that predated Katrina while others were damaged by fires possibly before Katrina or 

from electrical or gas mishaps. Behre estimates that as much as 15% of the city’s housing stock 

was blighted before the storm (“Hard Choices” 1/13/06). While neglect appears to be the most 

obvious cause for deteriorating buildings, another possible culprit may be inadequate building 

codes. In the early days of the city, the practice of elevating buildings was widespread to avoid 

flooding. The houses that were built in this manner largely escaped the floodwaters of Katrina, 

while ones built on a concrete pad did not fare as well. According to one author, “the idea of 

raising houses was the perfect adaptation to living [in New Orleans], but then people forgot” 

(Karaim 31). As demonstrated by the extensive damage of Katrina, perhaps the idea of elevating 

buildings should be reconsidered by the city and by preservationists. 

 Another hurdle that both Charleston, Louisiana, and Mississippi preservationists had to 

overcome was the slow response of the government to recovery needs. After Hugo, there were 

many complaints that the government and FEMA were not moving quickly enough to get 

resources and funding to the affected disaster areas. As was well-publicized through the media, 

Louisiana and Mississippi also had a number of problems with FEMA response. Mayor Joe 

Riley of Charleston commented on the similarities in government response stating, “Katrina 

underscores the lessons learned in 1989: the federal government should restructure itself so it can 

respond more quickly to communities devastated by a major hurricane or other disaster” (Behre 

9/12/05). Preservationists took a huge step towards addressing this issue by presenting the issues 
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of preservation and natural disasters when they met in November 2005 in front of Congress. This 

summit appeared to be successful in that funding was secured for historic sites damaged by 

Katrina. However, the only real indicator of change will be the response after the next disaster. 

Perhaps with the issues brought up during the congressional meeting, along with the scrutinizing 

media and the billions of dollars in damages caused by Katrina, the government will take better 

steps towards future disaster preparedness. 

 While there were many similarities between Hurricanes Katrina and Hugo, there were 

some differences worth noting. A big problem in New Orleans and Mississippi that was not so 

evident in Charleston was the dwindling population. After hurricane Katrina, some people were 

not allowed to return to their homes for as many as six or more months. In that time period, 

many had already found new jobs and made new homes in different states and had no desire to 

return to their ruined properties. In January of 2006, less than 40% of the population had returned 

to their homes in New Orleans (Morgan 712). As time has passed the number has gone up, but 

many houses and streets are still abandoned—especially in poorer areas such as the ninth ward. 

An even bigger difference is occurring along the Mississippi Coast, where people are returning 

but they are coming home to a place that is now being rebuilt with condos and casinos. 

Charleston preservationists did not have to deal with this issue as the topography of the city 

protected buildings from being completely washed away.  

 Another difference between the two case studies is the advances in media and 

technology. During the time of Hugo, the internet was still in its infancy and inaccessible to a 

majority of people, whereas Katrina occurred during a time when most people had access to the 

internet. Disseminating information via the internet turned out to be an important tool after 

Katrina as David Preziosi of the Mississippi Heritage Trust pointed out. Because of its wide 
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communication base, the use of websites for historic properties and sites should be a part of 

every preservation organization’s disaster plan. In addition to the internet, cell phones, digital 

cameras, and other technological advances were also present during Katrina. These tools were 

excellent for documenting damages and communicating with outside resources. 

 

Case Study Conclusions 

 Although South Carolina has strengthened building codes and created a more 

comprehensive disaster plan, people have become complacent. The state has not dealt with a 

major hurricane since Hurricane Hugo sixteen years ago. Polls in South Carolina show that 3 of 

4 people in the state have no storm plan at all, and 2 out of 3 have no survival kit (Peterson 2). 

After Katrina, fear inspired some in South Carolina to take action by signing up for emergency 

training classes in Charleston County. However, much of the population who survived Hugo has 

left and newer residents who did not live through Hugo are still naïve of the damages a major 

hurricane can cause (Hicks 2). Getting these people information on the dangers of a large storm 

is crucial not only for individual safety but also for historic preservation since many homes and 

businesses in the city are historic structures.  

 With time, issues of complacency will undoubtedly be an issue faced by preservationists 

in the Gulf Coast. With new people arriving in the city to take advantage of rehabilitating 

historic homes education will need to be a priority. While it is probably still too soon to 

determine how big a problem this will be, preservationists should be aware that this is a potential 

issue. By reminding people that they have chosen to purchase property in an “at risk” area and 

teaching them the lessons of the past, preservationists can help to curb apathetic attitudes and 

teach people to be responsible in caring for their property. At a minimum these simple steps 
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could provide a safer environment for people and a better method for protecting cultural 

resources. 

The hope after a major natural disaster is that people will be proactive and take the 

necessary steps to be prepared for when the next one occurs. One of the big questions I had while 

researching these case studies was whether the preservationists affected by Katrina utilized any 

lessons learned from Hurricane Hugo or past disasters. I believe the general conclusion is no, and 

I think that this largely stems from either the “it-will-not-happen-here” attitude or to general 

complacency. Hurricanes and flooding are not uncommon to the Gulf Coast. In 1965 Hurricane 

Betsy inflicted Katrina-like damages to New Orleans, toppling levees and causing extensive 

flooding. The damage from Betsy caused 5,000 square miles worth of damage and displaced a 

quarter of a million people (Conaway 20-21). Yet despite promises made to repair deficiencies in 

the levees and in the lack of planning, it seems that a repeat disaster occurred with hurricane 

Katrina where the same promises are being made once again. In Mississippi a similar occurrence 

happened when Hurricane Camille tore through the coast in 1969. The storm was large, with 200 

mile per hour winds and a 25 foot storm surge leaving a large amount of damage throughout the 

state. Yet, residents refused to heed warnings of Katrina’s strength, using the refrain “this 

building survived Camille” as a baseline for how they should prepare (Huffman “Mississippi’s 

Morning After”).  

The fact that these cities have not learned from past disasters is frustrating for those who 

would like to see changes in disaster planning policy. Equally as frustrating is the fact that 

people consistently underestimate the power of nature. As shown in both the Hugo and the 

Katrina case study, no government or organization expected the amount of destruction that 

actually occurred. The result was the unnecessary loss of thousands of lives and thousands of 
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cultural resources. Based on these examples, it is easy to see that preservationists and the various 

levels of government still have a lot of work ahead of them in terms of education and the 

organization of resources to prepare for the next large disaster. To get a head start, 

preservationists should look to case studies like Hugo and Katrina as important examples of why 

there is a need to plan for disasters. By studying these examples and learning the appropriate way 

to plan and approach a disaster, preservationists have a better chance of protecting historic 

resources in the future. 

 

Final Conclusions 

Natural disasters can have devastating effects on historic resources that are not properly 

protected. Yet the important thing to take away from this study is that cultural resources can be 

protected with forethought and planning. Even in the most unpredictable situations planning will 

aid in the recovery process by saving time, money, and resources. By studying examples like 

Hurricane Hugo and Hurricane Katrina preservationists can begin to see trends and patterns of 

effective solutions and clear mistakes. Learning from the past and incorporating disaster plans 

into regular planning sessions at every level will provide the most protection and will maximize 

the survivability of historic resources. 

In addition to studying past examples, here are some important things to remember when 

planning for a disaster.  A workable plan is essential, especially one that is easily adaptable, 

simple, and flexible (Nelson 163). Make sure people are aware of the plan and understand their 

role in carrying it out. Although a disaster can cause severe devastation, “use the recovery 

process as an educational laboratory and explore ways of making historic structures more 

resilient to the violent forces of nature, even to study new aspects of history revealed by the 
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damage” (Nelson 132). Every disaster has different circumstances and new challenges, and with 

these new challenges come an evolution of ideas that become more refined with more 

experience. Learning from these experiences is critical to preservationists in keeping historic 

resources safe. Likewise, understanding the role of the state and federal government in a disaster 

situation also offers a form of protection. Carl Nelson states, “Because natural disasters are going 

to happen, and when they do governments are going to be involved in paying for the damages, 

the public has a direct and vital interest in keeping injury—to populations and structures—to a 

minimum” (166). In most cases, the government is often slower in responding to a disaster than 

might be desired. Having a plan at the local level that can be enacted immediately after a disaster 

will be beneficial to those interested in keeping cultural resources safe because it will ensure an 

instant response.  
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Recommendations for Further Study  

Topic Research Questions 

1. Disaster planning and response to other 

disasters (i.e. earthquakes, tornadoes, tsunamis, 

mudslides, etc) 

How does each disaster relate to historic 

preservation issues? What are the best methods 

for protection in each situation? 

 

2. International Disaster Response 

How do other countries protect cultural 

resources from natural disasters? What can 

preservationists in the United States learn? 

 

 

3. Building codes 

How do building codes affect the disaster 

planning and recovery process for historic 

resources? Does altering a building code after a 

disaster affect a historic resource’s eligibility to 

state and national registers? 
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